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Bazerman

looking at arrangement of texts
... on the conservative position ...
Latour is far on the Left ... Mol is
a little to the Left ...
objectivity or radical relativism -
can we get to the practice of how
someone like Compton writes an
article? does that help us
understand dualism as
something other than an
extreme?
philosophical position like
Bernstein  - p 223 - no guarantee
of a link between words and
things ... ref isn't absolute 1:1
the reference is more than a
literary f iction ... ref may not be
absolute but can we develop a
theory of reference that explains
that ...

Bazerman is trying to walk a f ine
line ... for Bazerman it's about
getting to the phenomenon ...
words can get closer to material
world ... PROXIMITY metaphor ...
recursive turns that get us closer
to real things ... p 190 - concourse:

all of his metaphors are
EP ISTEMO LO GICAL metaphors ... sign
and thing that you are trying to push
c lose together ... B: rhetoric of practice
vers ion 1 .2 (metaphorical distance;
representations; epis temology; like
C lifford; looking at texts and what
people say (not phys ical, material
DO ING)

Latour is talking about how
things are transformed into signs
... hybrids ... the tail end is
pointing to the material and the
head end is pointing toward the
sign ... trying to talk about a
physical movement and a
metaphysical movement ... plod
of dirt into a sign .. B is talking
about constraints ... empirical
data is both our most powerful
constraint and our most powerful
resource .. constraint - we've got
to stay close to the data ...

Herndl is trying to get at the metaphors
for talking about this = V ERY different
metaphors from Latour and Mol ...
pass ive  cons traints ,  ac tive  constraints,
... B - pass ive cons traints - "the
rhetorical s ituation" ... ins titutional
context in which someone writes ...
what counts as a good argument, etc . ...
Bazerman is trying to say - Subtopic

from Latour's point of view,
Bazerman's work: making
knowledge with rhetorical
practices ... (RHETORIC) ...

Latour

science as a practice is a doing
now a knowing ...
rhetoric:

interested in how we take things
and turn them into inscriptions
(numbers, signs ) that can travel
and are invariant? philosophy
wants to say true or not true ...
universal ... Latour isn't
interested in Universal or Truth
he's interested in INVARIANT
and USEFUL ... get there through
language as DOING, as a kind of
material performative in a sense
...

performative: 3-s tep his tory: JL Austin:
How to Do Things With Words

"kind of" philosopher; A ustin says
analytic language philosophy looks at
propos itions and tries to figure out if
they're true or false. propos ition: either
true/false. he's interes ted in
UTTERA NC ES and what they DO.
propos ition: abstrac t sentence (the cat
is on the mat) utterance: Shit! any
s ignifying chain ... used... uttered in a
context so that a propos ition is either
true/false ... ""I now pronounce you man
and wife" (true/false? neither ... in the
saying is a doing; saying it makes it so)

Latour wants to say "of you
really want to f ind out about
reference, how do we pack the
world with words (24) p 61: how
can resemblance result from this
... if you def ine reference, if
makes no sense ...
James (p 74): when you erase
the middling activity, when you
erase it through the two
repertoires ... (Mol ... science has
two repertoires)

central trope: trope of LABOR

p 26: (see p) p: 29 (see p)

what WO RK does one DO ? what does
one do in prac tice to produce use value?

use value: a measure of the labor one
puts into produc ing an objec t ...

exchange: when something goes into
commodity form and is mediated by
MO NEY ... tennis shoes cost $2 and you
pay $200 ... the value it has on the
market ... A MPLIFIED, reducing the
humanity ... and alienating ...

MATERIALIST/PRAGMATIST:
signs are achieved, made by
labor, by themselves material
and at the same time semiotic ...
which gives us usefulness ...
transportability, invariant,
traceable ...

Bazerman: in making reference,
MA KING/BUILDING, traces the process
through which a text infiltrates the
context in which the C ompton effect
(discovery paper) gets read

representation has to be held
accountable ..

the notion was : you give me an
A C C O UNT of the world ... MY
NA RRA TIV E ... it's still an ACCOUNT not
"the way things are"

reference is how you make sure that
your representation can continue to be
held accountable

mol: traceable linkage

Latour: series of trans formations ... p 46...

Latour's rif f : the difference
between sign and thing is the
difference that philosophers
can't cross ... but when you get
the mossel code ... the distance
is about .0001 inch ... pretty
small distance ... and we can
RETRACE that distance ...

if you want to argue that art is original,
you have to produce the CHAIN of
events that determines its reliability ...
what it's PRO V IDENCE? what's the chain
of C USTO DY? true/false doesn't depend
on C O RRESPONDENCE it depends on
how you DO things by c reating invariant
s igns that are partly material ... we
believe them, have faith in them, they
are PRA C TICALLY TRUE because you
have a traceable linkage (material
record) ... guys who do sc ience are
really good at this ...

p 38: Latour's kind of naivete:
Latour is arguing that (Mol does
this with praxiography)
controversy studies make
opaque what is typically
transparent. what Latour is
doing (p 40) .. is making an
argument (philosopher of
PRACTICE/pragmatist) when you
cut out the middle activity,
you've got a series of
TRANSPORTATIONS ... aligning
things ... for all practical
purposes ...
do we discover or construct?
Gross says "science is rhetoric
without remainder, we don't
discover, we MAKE facts"

says social construction is wrong
... you can't explain phenomena
by an appeal to  nature or to the
social ... there's no root of
action/reality that is the root of
the social ... he says I'm not a
social constructionist ... p.
66-7... both invented and
discovered, constructed and out
there ... those are the wrong
questions to ask: in the
philosophy of practice ... like Mol
says (180-1) we need to f in a
new set of terms ...

what they're doing is what someone like
Heidegger was doing ... invented new
philosophy language because he wanted
to free his philosophy from the other
terms ... Heidegger uses the terms that
he made up ... so you've got to channel
Heidegger to figure it out ... Latour says
that soc ial opposes natural as a causal
explanation ... and they're both bad
ideas ... the solution is NEW
TERMINO LO GY - and New Framing - of
the debate

Rhetoric of Science (per Herndl)
is about the engagement with
science studies and the focus on
techno-science and how words
and actions are interwoven with
one another ...

the most interesting work to be
done is how does what Mol is
doing part of rhetoric or how is
rhetoric part of what Mol is
doing?

a kind of philosophy with a methodology
that  connec ts  words  to  ac tions  to
interventions ... rejec ts the anxiety
about uncertainty ...

how rhetoric is defined - how you make
prudent judgments ... in the polis about
matters for which don't admit of
certainty ... and almost nothing admits
of certainty anymore ...

what would the language of this
fundamental shift in the philosophy of
sc ience to move from labor of producing
things?

Mol

doing theory - something you
want to think about - is what
does it MEAN to write, construct,
a theoretical text and how one
goes about doing it and what are
the ethics of making your
representations ACCOUNTABLE?
the ethics of representation:
what are the ethics of producing
a qualitative research report as if
it were true, when your account
is no more true than someone
else's, etc. ... Latour ... re:
science, asks the question: how
do we pack the world into
words?

"O n E thnographic Authority"

how do you separate traceable from authoritative?

qualitative research: question that
Latour asks : what do we do about
C artes ian anxiety? how do we make our
representations T rue? how do we pack a
world (things) into words?

the intellec tual problem facing AL is
fac ing anthropology, too:

Jim C lifford:reading anthropology
texts ... and doing a textual analys is of
how they MA KE representations ... this
is what Mol calls method #2: (p 152)
tells that those ... how did anthropology
set itself apart from journalism, etc . ...
what makes anthropological writing
AUTHORITATIVE?

Latour isn't taking about
representations , he's talking about
INTERV ENTIONS and making them
TRA C EA BLE ... this is something that
differentiates him from the others ...

"ethno authority is based on the arrival
s tory" (ML P ratt)

Mol p. 178:

different types of diseases happen in
different s ites ... but s ites don't have to
be s ides ... what does she mean by this?
opening sc ience and medic ine into a
politics ...

s ites don't have to be s ides; then what is
the linguis tic process/rhetorical process
through which the things Mol talks about
... coordination, dis tribution, inc lus ion ...
how the disc iplines relates ... Mol's
theory will have rhetorical and discursive
ENA C TMENTS ... ways of enacting
relationships between professions and
the theories that drive them to DO
things ...

when you get to someone like
Latour - how does what Mol does
count as Rhetoric of Science?

(A ndrew P ickering book on
neurosc ience...)

what is Mol doing?

let's s top doing epis temology and let 's
talk about the DO ING that brings things
into being ... what gets done to c reate
such a disease? lived experience versus
something you can fix with a s calpel?
they're different diseases depending on
what you DO with them ... there's a
sense in which (c linical trials , random
c linical trials ) gold standard for proof is
a random c linical trial ... RCTs
mis-measure  things  ...  c linic ians  know
and what they DO is irrelevant and
exc luded by RC Ts ... evidence-based
medic ine ...

theory of O NTO LO GY - 1 . understand
how c linic ians might try to argue against
objec tive RTC s to have medical
conditions and treatments ... which
aren't recognized ...

p 158:

objec ts do not s lide s ilently untouched
from reality into text ... new normative
ques tion becomes which of these
interferences are good ones and when
where and in which context are they
good ... phrones is ... good knowledge

good knowledge doesn't = living up to
reality; seek ins tead ways of living WITH
the REA L ... what does it mean to DO
theory? what forms of life are made
poss ible by different THEORIES and
different rhetorical ways of being?
multiple oncologies leads to an ethics of
between objec ts and people and
between s ites not being SIDES _ how do
we live within a reality when that reality
is one that we are DOING/ENACTING?
how do we enact a reality that is
good/better? these are questions of
rhetorical ethics.

theoretical question about
language as performative and
science as a doing ... her work is
rhetorical in that it bears on a
rhetorical argument about
incommensurability ... she says
epistemology is a waste of time
... in common is an
epistemological argument ... if
we can shift to a dif ferent theory,
doctors and patients become
possible by different ways of
DOING science ... which is
rhetorical ....

can we learn something about managing
prac tice so that we live WITH the reality
of multiple diseases without deciding
that "all patients of  x disease get y"

if patient x always gets treatment y,
then they may be miss ing out on the
right treatment for them: treatment z!

p 165

how to live with doubt - somehow we
must come to terms with an
underdetermined world in which
ques tions must always be raised ... how
do you go about what Berns tein would
call "making good judgments" what is
deliberative rhetoric and how do we talk
to each other and do wise things? "that's
a pretty s traightforward rhetoric task -
well, not s traightforward - but
rhetorical" - Herndl

context of discovery
vs context of
justification

Bernstein says the notion of
incommensurability depends on
the classical distinction between
these two contexts.
traditional philosophy: who
believes in objectivity: would say
how you f igured something out
can be accidental/crazy etc. ...
and science famously do this ...
context of justif ication - purely
logical ... generates objective
truth and knowledge
Latour says you can't separate
the context of justif ication ...
because it erases all of the
DOING that generated that
(graph etc) ... I..e turning a
landscape into a representation
... when you separate the
contexts, how science does stuff ,
... when you focus on Truth and
Findings and Things Outside .... if
you sep these two things, you
get a gap between the Word and
the World ...
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